Life at The Top –
Chapter 1615

“You won’t be able to hold the 125 point mark. My suggestion is 130.”

After agreeing to cooperate, Soros immediately showed that they had the sharpest sense of smell
and the most professional qualities becoming of a financial bigwig.

“I fI were Jasper, I would definitely break through the 125 point mark at any cost, because the
integer point mark is the real support point. He will use the 125 point mark to test the bottom
line between Sunrise Land, you, and me.”

“But regardless of the bottom line, in order to give confidence to the institutions and hot money
that are following the trend, he has to break through it. If we resolutely defend it, our loss will be
great.”

Soros said this while suggesting that Myles looked at the trend and transaction volume data of the
last 5 and 15 minutes of the candlestick chart.

“In the past 15 minutes, after the funds from the Haddock Chamber of Commerce entered,

Jasper increased his attack intensity. In just 10 minutes, he broke through the 121 and 123
points in one breath.”

“Now review what happened in the past 5 minutes. Notice the continued shrinking of trading

volume. This means that he is reducing his strength and testing the strength of the bulls. Once he
gets the data he wants, he will launch a full-scale attack.”

Myles frowned and said, “But what if he breaks through the 130 point support level in one go?
In that case, there will be an avalanche in more ways than one.”

“Is Sunrise Land that weak? Trider Financial Group hasn’t made a move yet.”

Soros smiled coldly as if seeing through Myles’ heart.

“Right now, Trider Financial Group still wants to hide and save their strength, choosing to
instead let the United States capital act as firefighters. Do you think such a plan is realistic?”

Myles sighed and said, “Okay, I agree with your plan.”

After ending the Video connection, Myles glanced at Echo, who was sitting in the corner with
blood and tears on his face. He said in disgust, “Why is this thing still here? Tell him to get
lost.”

A few big men in black immediately rushed up and dragged Echo out.

At this moment, Myles received a top-secret call.

“This is Myles Shon.”

Myles said with a serious face after he walked into an empty room.

“Mr. Shon, how is the situation now?”

On the other end of the phone was an old man’s slightly tired voice.

“Not so good. At present, we are under great pressure. The bears intend to concentrate their
efforts to penetrate the 130 point support level. However, the good news is that I have reached
an agreement with Soros. Now, we will advance and retreat in tandem with Quantum
Foundation.”

These words made the old man on the other end of the phone smirk coldly.

“How lamentable. We actually need to cooperate with an enemy from a few years ago to fight
against Somerland.”

Myles felt ashamed. Then, he changed the subject and said, “How’s the head?”

“The head has no hope of waking up for now. We are now negotiating to have the deputy
temporarily exercise all the powers of the head as per the constitution. However, those damned
politicians are now arguing over their interests. The members of the cabinets this term also have
other thoughts… In short, the situation is very not looking optimistic.”

Myles was speechless.

In business, his name carried enough weight, but when it came to politics, he understood that he
should not say anything.

“Until those damned politicians come to their senses, you must withstand the current pressure,
otherwise the future of the country will be bleak.”

Myles tensed his body subconsciously when he heard these words. Then, he replied, “Of course,
I won’t let you down.”

As Myles answered this important call, Echo was locked inside his own office.

